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Becoming a patient service associate 
allows Ms VijayaSharmini to apply 
her administrative skills more 
meaningfully

Serving 
a greater 
purpose

BY PEH YI WEN

Ensuring her mask is 
worn properly and front 
counters are clean and 

sanitised are the first two steps 
Ms VijayaSharmini takes at 8am 
every morning. She does this in 
the wards of Yishun Community 
Hospital, where she is based as a 
patient service associate before 
the opening of Woodlands 
Health Campus in 2022.

The 33-year-old found it a 
challenge to adjust to this drastic 
change in environment, having 
previously held administrative 
roles that mainly involved the 
handling of clerical paperwork 
in an office. 

But it didn’t take Ms 
VijayaSharmini long to find her 
groove. Integrating the organisa-
tional skills she developed from 
eight years of administrative 
work experience into her current 
workflow came naturally. This 
helped her to plan and complete 
her tasks efficiently. 

Her responsibilities involve 
scheduling medical appoint-
ments and expediting urgent 
requests, and providing finan-
cial counselling to patients 
and their families. She also 
works closely with nurses and 
doctors to ensure admission 
and discharge cases are handled 
smoothly every day.

Learning on the job
While she does encounter 
patients who get frustrated over 
language barriers when she ex- 
plains billing and procedures for 
their stay, Ms VijayaSharmini’s 
language skills have come in 
handy. Her ability to speak some 
Mandarin, Hokkien and Malay 
often eases the tension and 
enables her to understand her 
patients’ needs better.

“Other than improving my 
overall communication skills 
with both colleagues and 
patients in this new role, I 
am also striving to learn and 
understand more medical and 
clinical terminologies so that 
I am able to explain them to 
patients clearly,” she says. 

Fulfilling journey
No two days at the hospital 
are the same for Ms 
VijayaSharmini. Working at 
the frontline gives her the 
opportunity to interact with 
people from all walks of life. 

While she often lends a 
listening ear to troubled 
patients who share their life 
stories, others have also given 
her words of appreciation and 
encouragement. 

But nothing warms her 
heart and gives her a sense of 
satisfaction than witnessing the 
recovery of patients as they are 
discharged from the hospital. 

Being in the healthcare sector 
in the thick of the Covid-19 
pandemic also made Ms 
VijayaSharmini realise the 
important role every frontliner 
plays, as she sees individuals 
coming together to work as 
a team. 

She adds: “What I love most 
about my work environment is 
being able to call my team my 
family. The doctors, nurses 
and colleagues are always happy 
to assist me despite hectic 
schedules in the ward.”

To those inspired to join 
the healthcare industry, she 
encourages them to take the 
leap into this meaningful 
vocation where you can make a 
difference in the lives of others, 
regardless of your role.
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What I love most about my work 
environment is being able to call 
my team my family. The doctors, 
nurses and colleagues are always 

happy to assist me despite 
hectic schedules in the ward.

MS VIJAYASHARMINI, patient service associate, Woodlands Health Campus

SHAPE THE 
FUTURE OF CARE 
WITH US!

The 1,800-bedded Woodlands Health Campus (WHC) is a purpose-built Campus comprising a fully integrated acute 
and community hospital, specialist outpatient clinics, and intermediate and long-term care facilities. It is slated to 
open progressively from 2022. 

WHC aims to reinvent the way care is delivered by breaking organisational and process boundaries - to provide 
seamless integration of care within and beyond hospital walls. We will achieve this by leveraging SMART technology 
to enhance care within the hospital, and extend the reach of our healthcare professionals into the community. Work 
has already begun at our pre-operations wards to test innovation and user-friendly solutions for inpatient care, 
emergency medicine, pharmacy, logistics and the community.

About us

We are looking for motivated individuals to join 
our fast-growing family. Be part of the team to 
shape a new model of care in Singapore!
Nursing
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Allied Health & Pharmacy
•
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•
•

Medical
•

•

•

Assistant Director of Nursing
Senior / Nurse Clinician
Assistant Nurse Clinician
Senior / Staff Nurse
Senior / Enrolled Nurse

Senior Speech Therapist
Audiologist
Occupational Therapist
Podiatrist
Pharmacy Technician
Phlebotomist

Senior Consultant / Consultant / 
Associate Consultant
Senior Resident Physician / 
Resident Physician
Hospital Clinician

Administrative / Ancillary
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Clinical Informations Lead, Informatics
Senior / Manager / Assistant Manager 
(Patient Billing Services)
Senior Manager (Department of 
Knowledge and Innovation)
Senior / Executive (Medicine & 
Community / Inpatient)
Senior / Executive (Clinical Operations)
Senior / Executive (Strategic Operations 
Research & Analytics)
Senior / Executive, Enterprise Data 
Warehouse-Strategic Operations Research 
& Analytics)
Senior / Executive Assistant (Patient Billing 
Services)
Patient Service Associate
Central Sterile Supply Department (CSSD) 
Technician
Triage Specialist
Senior / Healthcare Assistant 
(Singaporeans Only)
Operating Theatre Assistant / Technician

Visit www.whc.sg/joinus to apply!
We regret that only shortlisted candidates will be notified.

This special feature is also available @ www.stjobs.sg/explore-careers
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